FACET Gem Showcase
Wednesday March 21st 7-9
update from meeting on January 8
Present : Nancy Loughran, Marlene Fagan, Debbie Bruno
The high school layout was looked at to get a feeling for how space could be allocated. A
very preliminary, rough plan is attached. The thought is to use the back of the school on the
first floor only. This will evolve as items are lined up for the evening.
We discussed how to decide what is included - we thought Administrators at each school
should be involved in deciding what will represent their school.
A program will be created that outlines all the activities going on and will have room for
sponsorship. JB Sterling has agreed to be a lead sponsor. This will list the times for all
presentations as well as information on all presenters and FACET. People can hopefully
take it home to learn even more.
We envision a keynote speaker that would present several times during the evening that will
hopefully draw the community in and once they are in the building they will look around.

5 categories have been identified to help organize activities for the evening:
1.Arts including:
Visual
- John Brien demonstration/ ceramics
- Artist in residence (career)
- Photo display
- Hanging Around Frame Shop
Performing
-Downstage
- Music/ open mic
- Acapella group
- Prism concert
-Drama
Culinary
2. Clubs across all school levels Robotics demonstration
Liz Brown would like to showcase MB tech projects
Deca club

3. Business
Would like to have local entrepreneurs share their story
Mulconrys, Fabgear, Green Lantern

4. Alumni/Community have a prominent alum or community member speak asking “Dr Hubble” if he will speak about his career
maybe a local author could talk about their book and do a book signing
set up space by the auditorium to showcase why alums have been inducted into the wall of
fame - allow people to register as an alum of Fairport
5. Today’s Classroom Mini lessons taught by teachers from all levels
Several leadership groups give presentations
Science lessons by Mr. Ognibene amd/or the team that went to NASA
School librarian could read a story
As a tie in to this and Brotherhood/Sisterhood week, Nancy suggested identifying teachers
at MB, JP and FHS that are Fairport alum. They could wear a pin.
For example: a red/blue pin in the shape of an F
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The next meeting will be Tuesday January 29 at 2:30 at the high school. Location will be
sent when it is closer.

